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and real-time and lightweight middleware [4] for supporting timesensitive and resource-limited application.

ABSTRACT
Context -Aware Reflective Middleware (CARM), which supports
application reconfiguration, has been an appealing technique for
building Distributed Real-time and Embedded (DRE) systems as
it can adapt their behaviors to changing environments at run time.
However, existing CARM frameworks impose dependence
restrictions and reconfiguration overhead, which makes the
reconfiguration time of these frameworks too long (normally in
the range of seconds or more) to satisfy the stringent real-time
requirements of DRE systems. To improve the reconfiguration
efficiency for supporting DRE systems, we have design ed a new
CARM framework – MARCHES, which offers an original
structure of multiple component chains to reduce local behavior
change time and a novel synchronization protocol using active
messages to reduce distributed behavior synchronization time.
MARCHES uses a layered architecture and provides both
component-level and system-level reflection to incorporate
standard components, a hierarchical event notification model to
evaluate contexts, and a lightweight XML-based script language
to describe and manage adaptation policies. The MARCHES
framework and supported applications have been implemented on
PC and PDA platforms. Based on a novel theoretical model, we
have analyzed the reconfiguration efficiency of MARCHES and
compared it with those of peer CARM frameworks: MobiPADS
and CARISMA. Quantitative empirical results show that the
reconfiguration time of MARCHES is reduced from seconds to
hundreds of microseconds. Evaluations demonstrate that
MARCHES is robust, scalable and generates a small memory
footprint, which makes it suitable for supporting DRE systems.

Recently, adaptive and reflective middleware [5][6] emerges as a
promising technique for DRE systems in dynamic environments.
It has the ability to inspect its internal states by providing a
representation of its internals through a process called reification,
and allows the internals to be dynamically manipulated and
reconfigured through a process called absorption [10][31].
Furthermore, context-aware reflective middleware (CARM) [7][8]
can monitor and evaluate real-time situational contexts and
reconfigure DRE systems at runtime based on the reflection
model. Thus, the systems can adapt autonomously to changing
contexts to ensure required quality of service (QoS).
The reconfiguration time of the existing CARM frameworks
[9][10] is too long to be acceptable for time-critical DRE systems.
The reconfiguration time is normally in the range of seconds or
more according to the data reported in literature, but a DRE
system requires the total processing time within 10ms for timecritical missions [4]. The reconfiguration process of a DRE
application consists of two steps: local behavior change, which
modifies the structure of the local functional path (or component
chain), and distributed behavior synchronization, which
coordinates distributed behaviors after the local behavior is
changed. For example, in a distributed mobile video transmission
application, changing or adding a compression component in a
sender program (a local behavior) requires a corresponding
change or insertion of a decompression component in the receiver
programs (a distributed behavior). The long reconfiguration time
of existing CARM techniques is caused by the inefficiency of
their synchronization protocols, which are synchronous and
require the synchronization participants to be blocked until the
reconfiguration process is completed.
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In this paper, we propose MARCHES (Middleware for Adaptive
Robust Collaborations across Heterogeneous Environments and
Systems), which is a CARM framework for engineering DRE
systems in dynamic environments. MARCHES uses a layered
architecture to monitor contexts and adapt DRE systems to the
contexts according to user-defined policies. It supports both
component-level reflection for the accommodation of standard
components and system-level reflection for the reconfiguration of
component connections, contains a hierarchical event notification
model to efficiently evaluate comprehensive contexts, and
provides a lightweight XML-based script language to describe and
manage adaptation policies.

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems [1], such as
smart grid, aircraft mission planning systems in battlefield, rapid
response systems, and vehicle safety systems in unmanned
intelligent vehicles, provide an important approach to bridging the
gap between the cyber world and the physical world. Generally,
DRE systems are large-scale, integrated, and time-sensitive and
operate in dynamic and resource limited environments. This
challenges system designers and developers when such DRE
systems must be developed from scratch. Fortunately, middleware
techniques may be used to address this challenge, such as COTS
(commercial-off-the-shelf) middleware [2] for reducing
application development and maintenance costs, ORB based
middleware [3] for enabling component-based system integration,
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seconds when they drive face to face based on the 3 second safe
distance rule, which requires a vehicle safety system to respond in
hundreds of milliseconds. Thanks to the magnitude reduction of
application reconfiguration time enabled by the MARCHES
framework, a richer set of DRE systems for cyber-physical
interactions can be designed and implemented.
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• Synchronization is the process of coordinating the behaviors of
collaborative programs in a DRE system. When the behavior of
a local program is reconfigured to adapt to changing contexts,
it requires its peer programs to change their behaviors
correspondingly for system consistency.
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• Synchronous synchronization means that the synchronization is
realized through a synchronous method that requires all
synchronization participants to complete their behavior
changes at the same time and suspend their application-layer
operations during this process.

Fig. 1. Dynamic reconfiguration architecture: (a) single
component-chain architecture in existing middleware, (b)
multiple-component-chain architecture in MARCHES.

1.1 Contributions and Significance
The major contribution of MARCHES is that it has solved the
critical issue of the long reconfiguration time of context -aware
reflective middleware. Compared to the traditional middleware
that supports single component-chain based application
architecture (Fig. 1a), MARCHES maintains multiple component
chains (Fig. 1b). Therefore, there is a new method proposed for
the local behavior change that switches active and inactive chains,
which replaces the traditional method of modifying the singlechain structure to reduce the local behavior change time.

• Asynchronous synchronization means that the synchronization
is realized through an asynchronous method, in which the local
program can resume its operation right after its own behavior is
changed for adaptation and other synchronization participants
reactively change their behaviors only when they communicate
with this local program.
• Sensor is the hierarchical context event detector that can
organize and evaluate specified contexts at runtime and notify
subscribed actuators for adaptation.

Further, based on the multi-component chain architecture, an
efficient active-message based synchronization protocol is
designed to asynchronously coordinate the behaviors of
distributed programs. The key idea of the protocol is that each
application-layer data packet takes an active-message header that
indexes the correct component chain, by which the packet receiver
processes the data payload. Therefore, the distributed behavior
synchronization time is also dramatically reduced by eliminating
the operation suspension time and buffer clearance time in the
existing middleware architecture. The costs introduced by this
improvement, such as extra resource consumption and activemessage overhead, are extremely low compared to the capacity of
the various computing platforms, including mobile devices, as
validated by our experiments.

• Actuator is a reflective component that contains a set of
functional components and a meta-interface. The functional
components form a functional path or component chain, which
process application-layer data. The meta-interface can
represent its internal states and reconfigure the actuator
behaviors at runtime though component parameter tuning and
chain structure reconfiguration.
• Active actuator means that the actuator status is active. There is
one and only one actuator active at any time and only the
component chain in the active actuator processes applicationlayer data. Various actuators can be activated or deactivated to
adapt to changing context s according to user-defined policies.

In this research, we have established, to the best of our
knowledge, the first generic analytical model for fair comparisons
of the reconfiguration efficiency of various CARM frameworks.
Using the model analysis and empirical measurement results, we
conclude that the reconfiguration time in existing adaptive and
reflective middleware has been reduced by several magnitudes,
from seconds to milli-seconds.

• Proactive actuators are the actuators constructed at the system
initialization phase to process local data. They can proactively
change their behaviors to adapt to changing contexts at runtime
according to user-defined adaptation policies (rules).
• Reactive actuators are the actuators constructed at the system
synchronization phase to process received data from peer
programs. They reactively change their behaviors according to
the active message header of the received data packet.

Real-time is one of the most critical requirements of DRE
systems. Although context -aware reflective middleware provides
a powerful tool to build adaptive DRE systems, it introduces
reconfiguration overhead, which harms system responsiveness
and QoS. For example, future unmanned intelligent vehicles with
DRE systems can reconfigure their behaviors (direction and
speed) to adapt to situational contexts collected at runtime through
temporally built ad-hoc and dynamic networks based on vehicleto-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communications. However, the
long reconfiguration time may result in critical accidents and loss
of lives and property. In fact, two cars could hit each other in 1.5

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the
related work. Section 3 presents the MARCHES reflection model
and system architecture. In Section 4, we theoretically analyze the
reconfiguration time of MARCHES and compare it with peer
research, followed by the system implementation and experiment
validation in Section 5. The paper concludes with Section 6.
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MARCHES, MADAM [8], MobiPADS [9], and CARISMA [10]
are some example systems that belong to this category.

2. Related Work
Middleware has been a critical
technology for developing DRE
systems because it can mask the
heterogeneity of the underlying
environment and simplify the
task of programming and
managing applications. It can be
categorized into multiple layers
(Fig. 2) based on the various
functions provided for DRE
systems.

QuO (Quality Objects) is a distributed object computing
framework based on the CORBA model. It provides a QoS
monitor and composes dynamic QoS provisioning capacity into
DRE systems. QuO separates the QoS provisioning functionality
from the application functionality; however, it still relies on ACE
and TAO as it must use ORB based communication interfaces
(e.g. TAO A/V streaming) and QoS tools (e.g GQoS and IntServ).
MUSIC separates the self-adaptation concern from the business
logic concern and delegates the complexity related to selfadaptation to generic middleware. It offers an adaptation-planning
framework to evaluate the utility of alternative configurations in
response to context changes, select a feasible one (e.g., the one
with the highest utility) for the current context , and adapt the
application accordingly. MADAM is a type of client/server based
CARM for adaptive mobile applications. A master node (client)
negotiates with slave nodes (servers) for an adaptation decision. It
provides both reactive and proactive negotiation mechanisms for
distributed adaptation decision. None of these frameworks
provides any synchronization functionality; they assume that the
adaptation has been constrained in safe conditions in advance. For
example, the reconfiguration in QuO must be carefully studied so
that the received data can still be understood by the receiver after
reconfiguration.

Communication
middleware
focuses
on
integrating
distributed computing systems to serve as a unified resource to
reduce the application development cost. Early stage middleware,
like CORBA, DCOM, and Java RMI, is built on Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) to abstract the low-level TCP/IP
communication details and replace the communication interface
with a local procedure call or function invocation.
Fig. 2. Middleware layers.

Component middleware, normally based on a component model
(e.g. CORBA Component Model [17]), enables reusable service
components to be organized, configured, and deployed for
developing applications efficiently and robustly. Component
middleware provides standards for object implementations and
interactions so that it can support generic service components and
then reduce the complexity of software upgrades and increase the
reusability and flexibility of distributed applications. Existing
component middleware contains both reusable common services,
e.g. optimization of resource consumption (OSA+ [18], ACE
[19]), configurability (TAO [3], Zen [20]), reusability (nORB
[22]) etc., and domain-specific services, e.g. OSEK/VDX [23] for
vehicle applications and ARINC 653 for avionics.

MobiPADS is a policy- (or rule-) based CARM framework for
mobile applications. It supports both middleware-layer and
application-layer adaptations according to user-defined policies. A
client middleware agent uses a communication channel to
synchronize the application behaviors with a server middleware
agent in a synchronous way whenever the architecture is
reconfigured. The reconfiguration process includes operation
suspension, buffer clearance, and chain-structure modifications.
Because the initiator of the synchronization must be suspended
until the system architecture of its own and other participants is
reconfigured and the buffered data for previous architecture is
processed, the reconfiguration time is in a range of seconds or
even more according to the published experiment results.
CARISMA employs a novel micro-economic approach that relies
on a particular type of sealed-bid auction to handle the adaptation
conflicts between distributed policies. The processing time of the
conflict resolution algorithm includes communication time among
peer agents for message exchanges and local computation time for
context evaluation, bidding calculation, and solution set
computation. This reconfiguration process is still synchronous and
the conflict resolution algorithm must be invoked whenever a
context is changed. Similar to these frameworks, MARCHES is
also a policy-based CARM framework and focuses on the
reconfiguration of stateless applications. MARCHES is different
from existing work because it maintains multiple component
chains and leverages the active messages to realize the
synchronization in an asynchronous way. According to analysis
and evaluations, MARCHES can significantly reduce the
reconfiguration time and satisfy the responsiveness requirement of
DRE systems. The preliminary results of MARCHES were
published in [30]. In this research, we present a substantial
extension of the system and thoroughly evaluate its performance
based on a proposed analytical model and experiments.

Adaptive and reflective middleware [24][25] has the ability to
inspect its internal states by providing a representation of its
internals through a process called reification. It also allows the
internals to be dynamically manipulated and reconfigured through
a process called absorption, which changes its non-functional and
functional behaviors. The non-functional behavior reconfiguration
is realized by dynamically replacing or changing the nonfunctional components of the middleware, like security check and
concurrency control, etc. The functional behavior reconfiguration
is realized by reconfiguring the functional components of the
application at runtime. Open ORB [5] provides both structural
reflection for functional component reconfiguration and
behavioral
reflection
for
nonfunctional
component
reconfiguration. Dynamic TAO [6] is a reflective ORB based on a
set of component configurators. The TAOConfigurator can
inspect and dynamically change its nonfunctional behaviors.
Context-aware reflective middleware can measure application’s
situational context s and adapt application behaviors to them at
runtime. It may be further divided into QoS-enabled middleware
and user-defined context -aware middleware. QoS-enabled
middleware can dynamically measure application-specific QoS
and provide QoS reservation or adaptation to guarantee the
required QoS, e.g. MUSIC [7], CIAO [12], Qoskets [15], and
QuO [26]. User-defined context -aware middleware supports not
only application QoS, but also any other user-defined contexts.
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<component cid="2002">
<addr> D:\Masslets\JPEG.dll </addr>
<name> Masslets.Compress.JPEG </name>
<ctype> Masslet </ctype>
<alias> COMPRESS </alias>
<param pid="001">
<name> SetCompressQuality </name>
<vtype> Int32 </vtype>
<value> 50 </value>
</param>
<interface iid=“001”>
<name> PtrDataInput </name>
<itype> Input </name>
<Message> PDIBEventArgs </Message>
</interface>
<interface iid=“002”>
<name> DataOutput </name>
<itype> Output </name>
<Message> JPEGEventArgs </Message>
</interface>
</component>

Fig. 3. System architecture of MARCHES .

Fig. 4. The component declaration in MARCHES .
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the reconfiguration of application-layer functional components.
The proposed synchronization protocol can be combined with
state-machine and model-based reconfiguration techniques to
support the reconfiguration of stateful applications [16]. We also
leave the reconfiguration of middleware-layer nonfunctional
components, e.g. the concurrency, security, etc. as our future
work, which can potentially be supported by MARCHES.

3. System Architecture of MARCHES
MARCHES is located between the upper application layer and the
lower operating system and network layer to monitor contexts and
support application adaptations. It is peer-to-peer middleware with
one middleware agent per application in each host. MARCHES
consists of four major function layers as depicted in Fig. 3:
- The awareness measurement layer consists of individual
measurement tools, which may measure context -awareness
information about networks, devices, end-user preferences,
application internal states, and physical environments.

In summary, MARCHES is responsible for monitoring situational
contexts that trigger adaptations, deciding when, where, and how
to adapt application behaviors, and executing the adaptation
policies specified by application developers at runtime.

- The awareness management layer hosts an awareness
manager that communicates with the measurement layer
through notification and query interfaces. It organizes and
evaluates measured contexts based on event trees (called
sensors) built on a hierarchical event notification model.

3.1 MARCHES Reflective Model
MARCHES supports both component -level and system-level
reflection. The component-level reflection deals with the content
and behavior of a given component via an interface metamodel,
which provides a way to discover and access the interfaces of a
software component . Thus, reflective components can be
supported by MARCHES to incorporate new techniques and
services and meet the upgrade and extension of DRE systems. The
system-level reflection deals with the structure of the component
connections via an architecture metamodel, which enables the
discovery and operation of the current active component chain.
The system-level reflection allows MARCHES to examine its
internal states at runtime and dynamically reconfigure the
application architecture to enhance its adaptability.

- The adaptation decision layer has a script parser and a
decision engine. The script parser parses the adaptation policy
script file defined by application developers based on a
declarative language in an XML format. The decision engine
takes the adaptation policy file as input, creates the awareness
manager and a reconfigurator in the adaptation execution layer,
and subscribes the actuators in the reconfigurator to the sensors
in the awareness manager according to the adaptation policies.
This allows the actuator to be triggered by context changes for
reconfiguration according to the policies.

3.1.1 Components and component-level reflection

- The adaptation execution layer contains a reconfigurator to
execute the behavior changes of functional and nonfunctional
components. In this paper, we focus on the functional
reconfiguration for improving the performance of DRE
systems, which includes the component chain reconfiguration
and component parameter tuning.

A MARCHES component is a function-independent reflective
element that provides an interface metaobject. This interface
metaobject allows a component to read its own metadata, extract
the metadata from the component (called reification), and use that
metadata to either inform the component user or modify the
component’s behavior (called absorption). By using the interface
metamodel and component-level reflection, MARCHES can
examine the types in a standard component, create new types at
runtime, instantiate the types, and dynamically invoke properties
and methods on the instantiated objects (called the late binding).

Between the middleware and application, there is another layer
called the operation layer, in which various services are offered by
software components. MARCHES supports application-specific
components and standard third-party components based on its
reflection model.

To incorporate a new software component in MARCHES, users
need to describe the types, interfaces, and other attributes of the
component in a system script file using the defined IDL (Interface
Description Language), as shown in Fig. 4. There are three

In this research, because we aim at improving reconfiguration
efficiency of DRE systems, we focus on stateless applications and
4

the reuse and extension of existing measurement tools.
Marchtools act as the lowest event sources that can be subscribed
by higher level event nodes and organized in a hierarchical way to
build sensors. There is a special type of marchtool, called the
function component, which supports user-defined functions to
pre-process the results of measurement tools, e.g. getting the
average value of the bandwidth in the last 5 minutes. A function
component can subscribe to marchtools and process their raw data
as input parameters through interfaces.

Meta
Interface
Component chain
or graph

Comm.
Interfaces
Other
Interfaces

The actuator
component

Type library

(a)
(a)

To better maintain and update MARCHES components, we have
proposed a distributed service module, called the component
manager, which accepts component registration and provides
them runtime environments. A registered component can be
identified by MARCHES through its attribute name and value
pairs. The major functions of the component manager include
component evaluation that is used to discover and utilize
components not considered when the systems were designed. [26],
component migration that is used to migrate required components
from peer agents when the component s are not available locally
[27], and virtual connection that is used to process high workload
tasks in a resource-limited device by connecting to a physical
component hosted in a powerful server[28]. Due to page
limitation, these functions will not be discussed in this paper.

interface IMetaActuator
{
componentList get_components();
connectionList get_connections();
bool set_components(componentList compList);
bool set_connections(connectionList connList);
bool add_component(CMarchletObj marchlet);
bool remove_component(string marchlet);
bool connect_all_components();
bool disconnect_all_components();
bool connect_components(string senderObj, string senderInterf,
string receiverObj, string receiverInterf);

3.1.2 Reconfigurator and system-level reflection

bool disconnect_components(string senderObj, string senderInterf,
string receiverObj, string receiverInterf);

The MARHES reconfigurator contains multiple actuators and
provides interfaces to manipulate the actuators so that the
application behaviors can be reconfigured. The actuators are
designed as reflective components to support MARCHES systemlevel reflection. Each actuator (see Fig. 5a) contains a component
chain for processing application data, a type library for browsing
the component types, and a meta-interface exemplified by Fig. 5b
in C#. The meta-interface provides the access to its underlying
meta-information and internal states (reification), such as the
structure of component connections, the actuator status
(active/inactive), etc. By accessing the meta-interface, the
reconfigurator can change the actuator’s meta-information that
leads to a change of the actuator implementation (absorption),
including the structure modification of component connections
and component parameter modifications.

Object get_component_parameter(string comp, string param);
bool set_component_parameter(string comp, string param, Object value);
EnumActuatorStatus get_active_status();
bool activate();
bool deactivate();
……
}

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) The MARCHES actuator architecture and (b) its
meta-interface.
methods to identify a MARCHES component: 1) the exclusive
component name for a registered system component, 2) the
complete address for a local component, or 3) the desired
attributes for a registered component in the component manager.
The component type is declared in the ctype part and the alias is
the name of the component used in the adaptation policy part of
the script. The component can be specified by setting its
parameters, which can also be reconfigured at runtime according
to adaptation rules. It also provides some interfaces. The input and
output interfaces can be bound together through connectors if they
support compatible event messages and their connections can also
be reconfigured at runtime.
There are two types of MARCHES components: reconfigurable
functional components (namely marchlets) and extensible
context -awareness components (namely marchtools).
Marchlets are the basic functional units to construct DRE systems.
Each marchlet provides output and input interfaces for component
assembly and communication based on the publish/subscribe
model [29]. An output interface of a marchlet can be subscribed
by message-compatible input interfaces of other marchlets and
publish messages to them through connectors.

3.2 Awareness Measurement Layer
To support adaptation, DRE systems need to be aware of their
running contexts. In this paper, awareness is defined as the
contextual information of DRE systems. Most existing context aware middleware frameworks have the functionality to detect a
certain context. Our efforts in awareness measurement focus on
integrating existing tools that are publicly available and providing
mechanisms for application developers to specify and customize
these tools in the XML format.

3.2.1 Measurement tools
Measurement tools in MARCHES are implemented as reflective
components, which can be declared in the script file, and then
loaded and instantiated by MARCHES to measure interested
contexts. For example, the real-time QoS monitoring tool and the
Mobile Service Testing and Measurement Tool (MOSET) [13]
can be declared in the Marchtools section of the script file, see
Fig. 4, to measure application-related QoS. M archtools can also
be reconfigured to realize feedback control.

Marchtools, which measure and predict real-time context changes
in MARCHES, are realized as reflective components to facilitate

For awareness data that is unavailable from local measurement
tools or beyond the middleware knowledge, like the remote
5

information, the measurement is separated into two steps based on
an information manager (IM). Awareness providers, like remote
measurement tools and applications, send the awareness results to
the IM. M archtools then retrieve the data from the IM through
pull or push methods. By pulling, marchtools explicitly query
awareness data. By pushing, the IM pushes data to subscribed
marchtools when pre-defined conditions are satisfied.

Actuator
subscribe

notify
Boolean
&& Conditioner

Sensor
LHS

RHS

notify subscribe notify

3.2.2 Context-awareness categorization

Compare
> Conditioner

MARCHES categorizes the context awareness data in five
categories listed in Table 1. Among these five categories, network
awareness has continuously stimulated the interest in research and
industry communities to provide reliable network-awareness
measurement tools. Device awareness data, such as the CPU
power, display size, memory capacity, display refresh rate, and
battery consumption, may be measured through system APIs.
User awareness can be collected in an explicit or implicit
technique. In an explicit approach, users can specify their
preferences through graphical user interfaces. In an implicit
approach, measurement tools identify users’preferences by using
machine learning agents. The environment awareness is measured
by physical sensors.

notify
+
*
X

RHS

subscribe

notify

Event Source
Y

<
LHS

Compare
Conditioner
RHS

subscribe
X

Event Source X

X*3+Y

3

subscribe

notify

notify
subscribe

notify

Awareness X

Awareness Y

Fig. 6. The event notification model.
monitors and evaluates required contexts and triggers
reconfigurations at runtime when its conditions are satisfied.

Table 1. Categories of MARCHES context-awareness
NetworkAwareness
DeviceAwareness
ApplicationAwareness

LHS

subscribe

Network characteristics and its measurements

Each node in the event tree contains a conditioner, a left hand side
(LHS), and a right hand side (RHS). There are two types of
conditioners: the compare conditioner and the Boolean
conditioner that perform comparison and Boolean operations on
the LHS and the RHS. The LHS and the RHS can subscribe to the
conditioner of a lower-layer event node or an event source. The
event source can be a constant value, single context awareness, or
an awareness expression. The expression is also built on a binary
tree structure, in which each node has an operator, a LHS, and a
RHS. Therefore, all the contexts are organized in a hierarchical
way to form a sensor. An upper-layer event node or an actuator
can subscribe to a lower-layer node as a listener, and only be
notified when the conditions of the lower-layer node are satisfied.
This structure minimizes the message exchanges in complex
sensors.

Capacity measurements of a particular device

Internal states of an application or application
required QoS
User-Awareness User specified preferences for the quality of
the service
EnvironmentEnvironmental measurements by wireless
Awareness
sensor networks

3.3 Awareness Management Layer
The awareness manager in the management layer aims to organize
and evaluate the contexts measured from the awareness
measurement layer. In DRE systems, data from multiple
awareness categories may be needed for context evaluations. For
example, a DRE system involving video transmissions may rely
on the information of both local hardware resource and network
bandwidth to select a proper compression strategy. The first
difficulty of the awareness management is that the communication
network among marchtools cannot be fixed in advance since it is
impossible to specify the marchtools that are used by applications
at middleware design-time. Fortunately, this difficulty can be
solved by the component-level reflection introduced in section
3.1. With the reflection model, users only need to specify the
interfaces and parameters of marchtools in a script file and the
awareness manager will set up the communication network at runtime based on the subscribe/notification model.

To improve the efficiency of sensors, the hierarchical event tree is
constructed based on the Modified Directed Acyclic Graph
(MDAG). That is, before creating a new event node, it checks
whether an identical node or an inverse node already exists. Event
node a is defined as the inverse node of b if a and b have the same
event source and comparison value, but inverse comparison
operators. For example, the inverse event of “Min(AVI_CPU, 10)
< 1.0”is “Min(AVI_CPU, 10) =1.0”.
To use the event model to identify interested contexts, DRE
system developers or end users declare corresponding sensors in a
script file. The example shown in Fig. 7a means when the average
bandwidth during the last 5 seconds is greater than 10Mbps and
less than 20Mbps, the sensor notifies its subscribed actuators. To
facilitate the configuration of the sensor script, the MARCHES
Generator, a tool with Graphic User Interface (GUI), has been
developed to transfer a sensor defined in the advanced language
(Fig. 7c) to a XML script (Fig. 7a) according to the operator
mapping (Fig. 7b). More details about the MARCHES Generator
will be discussed in the section 3.4.

The second difficulty is that the awareness manager should get
sufficient information for accurate adaptation with as few
messages as possible to fit the limited resource of DRE systems.
To solve this difficulty, a binary tree based hierarchical event
notification model (see Fig. 6) is proposed for conditional
subscriptions. This allows context events to be organized and
integrated in a tree structure to construct a sensor that only

3.4 Adaptation Decision Layer
The adaptation decision layer contains a decision engine and a
script parser. The decision engine takes the script file as input,
6

<sensor>
<event>
<otype> And </otype>
<lhs>
<event>
<otype> GT </otype>
<lhs>
<expr> Ave(AVI_BW, 5) </expr>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<expr> 10 </expr>
</rhs>
</event>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<event>
<otype> LT </otype>
<lhs>
<expr> Ave(AVI_BW, 5) </expr>
</lhs>
<rhs>
<expr> 20 </expr>
</rhs>
</event>
</rhs>
</event>
<sensor>

Script
Operator

Development
Operator

<Marchlets> ... </Marchlets>
<MarchTools> ... </MarchTools>

GT

>

GE

>=

<Rules>
<rule>
<sensor>

LT

<

LE

<=

NE

<>

EQ

==

And

&&

Or

||

...

<sensor>

<Actuator type=“proactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetParam>
COMPRESS.CompressQuality = 70;
</SetParam>
<SetArch>
GRAB.PtrOutput -> COMPRESS.PtrInput ;
COMPRESS.StreamOutput -> SEND;
Grab.Start;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
<Actuator type=“reactive” sync=“Async”>
<SetArch>
RECEIVE -> DECOMPRESS.StreamInput;
DECOMPRESS.StreamOutput -> DISPLAY.Input;
</SetArch>
</Actuator>
</rule>
...
</Rules>

(b)

Ave(AVI_BW, 5)>10 &&
Ave(AVI_BW, 5)<20

(a)

(c)
Fig. 8. A sensor example (a) the sensor declaration in an XML
script file, (b) the mapping table of script operator to
development operator, and (c) the sensor declaration in user
development tool.
creates the awareness manager in the awareness management
layer and the reconfigurator in the adaptation execution layer, and
subscribes the actuators in the reconfigurator to the sensors in the
awareness manager according to the adaptation policies. This
allows the actuator to be triggered by changing contexts for
reconfiguration according to user-defined policies.

Fig. 7. An XML script file example.
the components through the reflection model. The adaptation-rule
part contains adaptation policies and each policy can be further
separated into a sensor, a proactive actuator, and an optional
reactive actuator. A sensor section can be parsed by the event
interpreter to build a sensor (as shown in Fig. 7) that monitors
contexts and accepts the subscription of the proactive actuator
declared in the proactive actuator section. The proactive actuator
contains the system architecture information that is used to update
the actuator internal states by the reconfigurator when it performs
reconfiguration actions. Therefore, the system behaviors can be
dynamically adapted to context changes through the system-level
and component-level reflection (respectively, architecture
reconfiguration and parameter tuning). The reactive actuator
section describes the meta-information of an actuator in peer
agents that processes the received data from the proactive
actuator, so that the behaviors of the proactive and reactive
actuators can be synchronized in distributed systems. The script

The script parser parses the application script file, which
customizes the application configuration and adaptation policies
based on a declarative language in the XML format. In particular,
the script file can be divided into a declaration part and an
adaptation-rule part (as shown in Fig. 8). The declaration part
declares all components (marchlets and marchtools as shown in
Fig. 4) used in a local program and the middleware agent.
According to the declaration, MARCHES loads and instantiates

(a) Component declaration

(b) Adaptation policies

Fig. 9. The MARCHES script file development tool.
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- The sender agent restores the states of the new component
chain and restarts the application workflow.

A DRE System
Program

Program

CCn

Proactive Actuators
Act1 Act2
Actn

Sync.

Decision Engine

Sensors

Communication

Reactive Actuators
RAct1 RAct2
RActn Sync.

Reconfigurator

The above reconfiguration process is synchronous and repetitive
for each reconfiguration process. It is inefficient because the
sender agent has to be suspended until all peer agents finish their
corresponding reconfiguration, and all buffered data for previous
structure are cleared.

Computing Components

Channel

Computing Components
CC1 CC2

CC1 CC2

CCn

Reactive Actuators
RAct1 RAct2
RActn
Proactive Actuators
Act1 Act2
Actn

By contrast, MARCHES supports multiple component chains as
shown in Fig. 1b. Each component chain is located in an actuator
that is subscribed to an event sensor (see Fig. 10). When contexts
change and trigger a new sensor, the sensor will notify the
decision engine for the reconfiguration by switching active and
inactive actuators. There is one and only one active actuator that
processes application data. For the above example, there are two
chains in the sender agent: the active chain i contains two
components: GRAB and SEND and the inactive chain j contains
three components: GRAB, COMPRESS, and SEND. The
reconfiguration of the sender agent has the following steps:

Reconfigurator

Decision Engine

Sensors

Fig. 10. The MARCHES reconfigurator.
example in Fig. 8 shows that the proactive actuator in the sender
agent of a video transmission application contains three
components: GRAB, COMPRESS, and SEND that are connected
in a sequence. The reactive actuator described in the same policy
contains the meta-information of three components as well:
RECEIVE, DECOMPRESS, and DISPLAY. The receiver agent
will construct the reactive actuator based on the meta-information
received through the synchronization process.

- The sender agent deactivates the current active actuator that
contains chain i by suspending its workflow, storing run-time
states, and disconnecting its components;
- It activates the target actuator containing chain j by connecting
its components, restoring states, and resuming its workflow.

The MARCHES Generator can facilitate users in generating script
files. As shown in Fig. 9, the GUI tool allows users to manipulate
both the component and policy configuration and runtime
reconfiguration interactively. Furthermore, the tool supports the
advanced language for describing event sensors and the re-sync
function that can re-synchronize the local agent with peer agents
when adaptation policies are modified at run-time.

To reduce resource consumption, an actuator only maintains a
chain of references, which point to marchlet instances, and a
customized parameter list for each reference to store component
runtime states. The prop osed reconfiguration process is
asynchronous and efficient because it does not require peer agents
to synchronously reconfigure their structure and no buffered data
needs to be cleared. The peer agents only synchronize their
architecture on demand when their received data cannot be
processed by existing reactive actuators.

3.5 Adaptation Execution Layer
The reconfiguration process of DRE systems consists of two
steps: local behavior changes triggered by context changes and
distributed behavior synchronization to synchronize local
behaviors with the changed behaviors of other programs.

3.5.2 Distributed behavior synchronization
Based on the multiple-chain based architecture, an active-message
based synchronization protocol is designed to coordinate
reconfigured behaviors in an asynchronous way. The idea of the
proposed asynchronous protocol is that each middleware agent
constructs the reactive actuators for all peer agents when the
middleware starts up, and activates one of them to process
received application layer packets according to the active message
header attached in the packets. This initialization has the
following steps, as shown in Fig. 11.

3.5.1 Local behavior reconfiguration
For traditional reflective middleware, there is only one component
chain (or functional path) in each program. The reconfiguration
process is to modify the chain structure. For the video
transmission example, the original chain of the sender agent
contains two components: GRAB and SEND, as shown in Fig. 1a.
If the chain is reconfigured to contain three components: GRAB,
COMPRESS, and SEND for adaptation, the reconfiguration
process of the sender agent has the following steps:

- The sender agent clears buffered data that are not processed or
transmitted to distributed peer agents;

- When the middleware starts up, proactive actuators of each
agent are built based on the user-defined script file. Each
proactive actuator is also associated with a middlewareassigned unique index and the meta-information of an optional
reactive actuator.

- The sender agent disconnects the GRAB and SEND
components and reconnects the GRAB, COMPRESS, and
SEND components in sequence;

- The middleware agent sends a synchronization request packet
to peer agents, which contains the indices of proactive
actuators and the meta-information of reactive actuators.

- The sender agent communicates with peer collaborative agents
to synchronize the modified structure with them;

- After receiving the synchronization request packet, the peer
agent constructs the reactive actuators according to the metainformation, each of which is associated with a unique index.
(The agent will notify the component manager for component
migration or virtual connection if the required components can
not be identified locally.)

- The sender agent stop s its application workflow and stores
component states into parameter lists;

- Peer agents take the same steps: stop current workflow, clear
buffered data received from the sender agent for old structure,
and adjust component chains by disconnecting RECEIVE and
DISPLAY components and reconnecting RECEIVE,
DECOMPRESS, and DISPLAY components;
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both sender agents and peer receiver agents may fail during the
data transmission. We split the proof into two parts: safety and
liveness. Safety is defined as the fact that a protocol never
produces an incorrect result, which in this case means a received
packet can always be properly processed. Liveness is defined as
the fact that an algorithm can continue forever to produce results,
which in this case means the capability to continue forever to send
new packets at sender agents and accept them at receiver agents.

Initial state of sender:
ProActuator1: indx: 1; ReActuator1
ProActuator2: indx: 2; ReActuator2
ProActuator3: indx: 3, ReActuator3
Synchronization request msg.
Integer
String
Index 1 ReActuator1 structure
Index 2 ReActuator2 structure
Index 3 ReActuator3 structure

Synchronization Synchronized state of receiver:
request
ReActuator1: index: 5;
ReActuator2: index: 6.
ReActuator3: index: 7.
Synchronization reply msg.

Synchronized state of sender:
ProActuator1: index: 1; re-index: 5
ProActuator2: index: 2; re-Index: 6
ProActuator3: index: 3, re-Index: 7

Synchronization
response

Integer
Index1
Index2
Index3

MARCHES uses re-transmission(s) for the synchronization
process to handle network errors. If the number of
synchronization failures from a sender agent to a peer agent is
larger than a threshold, the peer agent is removed from the
sender’s receiver list. A new agent can request to join the sender’s
receiver list by sending a node join message to initialize the
synchronization or leave the sender’s receiver list by sending a
node leave message to remove corresponding indices from the
sender. After synchronization, every proactive actuator of the
sender agent has an index (active message header) for each
reactive actuator of every peer agent. To prove that a receiver
agent can always process a received packet correctly, we consider
the following three cases.

Integer
re-Index: 5
re-Index: 6
re-Index: 7

One time initialization
Repetitive reconfiguration
Package with active message:
re-Index
e.g. 6

payload

Sender’s agent

Application
payload
packets

Activate reactive actuator:
ReActuator2 is selected to
process the received packet
according to the index number 6
Receiver’s agent

Fig. 11. The synchronization process.
- The receiver or the peer agent replies the sender a
synchronization response packet that contains a set of index
pairs, each of which contains an index of the proactive actuator
and the index of the reactive actuator.
- The sender agent replaces the meta-information of each
reactive actuator with its corresponding index received from
the synchronization response packet.

1)

The receiver agent can recognize the index in the received
active message header of the packet and the index is correct.
This case represents the normal situation. The peer agents
can invoke the reactive actuator pointed by the index to
process the packet payload.

2)

The receiver agent cannot recognize the index in the received
active message header due to errors. This case happens when
the receiver agent stops unexpectedly and does not notify the
sender to remove it from its receiver list. The receiver can
continue to receive packets from the sender after it is
reloaded, but all the indices in the packets cannot be
recognized as its local reactive actuators have been cleared.
In this case, the receiver agent sends a re-synchronization
message to the packet sender to initialize a synchronization
process. Every received data packet can then be processed
correctly without deletion.

3)

For the completeness of discussion we consider the third case
that will not happen: the receiver agent may recognize the
index, but the index is incorrect and points to a wrong
reactive actuator that cannot process the packet payload
correctly. This case could be a concern if one would assume
the following situation: both sender agent a and sender agent
b communicated with the same receiver agent c and later c
stopped unexpectedly while it might still be in the receiver
lists of a and b; when c restarted and only synchronized with
a, it constructed a reactive actuator for a, which might be
used to process packets received from b if the reactive
actuator for a shared the same index with the reactive
actuator previously constructed for b. However, such
assumed situation will not happen due to the way the index is
created. In fact, the index of a reactive actuator is generated
by the receiver agent based on the IP address of the
synchronization requester and the hash value of the actuator
meta-information. When both sender agents a and b are
located at the same host and two different actuators from a
and b have the same hash value, we will add an UID, which
is unique for every application with respect to the host, in the
active message header to ensure that each reactive actuator

The above-mentioned initialization is a one-time process. The
middleware agent will then append the index of the reactive
actuator, corresponding to the current active actuator, to the
payload of each data packet as active message header. The peer
agent receiving the data packet activates the reactive actuator
indexed by the received index to process the data packet correctly.
The active message based asynchronous synchronization protocol
has four advantages: low overhead, short delay, high efficiency,
and better robustness. In general, only the index of the reactive
actuator needs to be stored in the active message header for each
data packet. By using the asynchronous method, the system does
not need to be paused in the synchronization process, which
dramatically reduces the reconfiguration time. Furthermore, based
on the information in the active message header, a peer agent can
always process the received packets by choosing the correct
reactive actuator and then no suspension for buffered data is
needed, which makes the reconfiguration by our middleware
efficient. Moreover, once the reactive actuators are constructed in
the system initialization phase, the local agent reconfiguration
does not require the availability of other agents and thus it is not
affected by the network condition or the capacity of other agents.
Therefore the robustness of the application is improved and the
communication overhead is reduced.

3.5.3 Correctness of MARCHES synchronization
In MARCHES, every received packet needs to be processed
correctly by the agent to choose the indexed reactive actuator and
the application workflow should not be affected or interrupted by
middleware errors. To prove the correctness of the proposed
synchronization protocol, we assume that 1) all errors are detected
as errors; 2) a synchronization process may fail due to network
errors, but it succeeds with at least some probability p>0; and 3)
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has a unique index. Therefore, a recognized index must point
to a correct reactive actuator.

4. Evaluation by Analytical Models
In this section, we theoretically analyze the performance of
MARCHES in terms of the one-time initialization time in the
middleware startup phase and the repetitive reconfiguration time
whenever the reconfiguration process is triggered by context
changes. To verify the time efficiency of the proposed multi-chain
structure and active message oriented synchronization protocol,
we compare the reconfiguration time of MARCHES with that of
MobiPADS and CARISMA. These context -aware reflective
middleware frameworks can be fairly compared because:

Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that a MARCHES
agent can always process received packets correctly, which proves
the safety of MARCHES.
Once the synchronization process is completed, a sender agent
only needs local information for reconfigurations. It can then
continue to process application data forever during its life time.
Thus the liveness of MARCHES is proved as we have concluded
that a peer agent can always process received packets correctly.

1.

All these three frameworks are policy based with predefined
adaptation policies specified in a script file.

2.

They all target stateless applications, which do not require
the guarantee of application states or packet delivery
sequence in the reconfiguration process.

3.

They all consider the behavior synchronization problem for
distributed applications. However, the synchronization
protocols they employ are different. MobiPADS uses a
communication channel for synchronization and suspends
application operations in the reconfiguration process.
CARISMA uses a micro-economic approach to handle the
adaptation conflicts between distributed policies. MARCHES
uses an active-message-oriented asynchronous method for
synchronization to solve the behavior inconsistency.

3.5.4 Policy modification at runtime
The target users of MARCHES are DRE system developers.
However, end-user requirements must also be considered in
customizing the middleware behavior as it is difficult to predict all
desired adaptation policies in advance. The MARCHES Generator
provides end-users with the GUI (shown in Fig. 9), through which
their preferences can be captured by MARCHES to modify the
policies at runtime. MARCHES supports a re-synchronization
method for the runtime policy modification, in which the agent
suspends its operations, clears data buffer, re-synchronizes the
modified policies with peer agents, and resumes its operations.

3.6 MARCHES Application Development
MARCHES offers an effective approach to build adaptive DRE
systems. To develop a new system or migrate an existing system
from another middleware framework to MARCHES, developers
need to provide required components, an XML-based script file,
and an optional GUI program for UI systems. The first step is to
create MARCHES components or migrate existing components to
the MARCHES platform. MARCHES component model currently
supports COM components and .NET assemblies. To support
other types of components, special component wrappers need to
be developed, which will be part of the component manager
functionalities in future work.
The second step is to develop a script file that declares all required
components, including functional components (marchlets) and
measurement tool components (marchtools), and adaptation rules
using the XML language. The details of the script file structure
are presented in section 3.4 and a full example is decomposed into
Fig. 4, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 for component declaration, sensor
declaration, and policy declaration separately.
There are two different methods to instantiate and invoke
MARCHES agents for constructing UI-based and service-based
DRE applications. An UI application can create and invoke a
MARCHES instance in their UI program through MARCHES
interfaces. Some example UI applications using MARCHES have
been published on our website [11]. A service application without
a UI program can be constructed implicitly through the script
development tool. After a script file is composed, the application
can then be started, paused or stopped through the “Action” menu
of the script development tool.
MARCHES is reflective middleware and provides a set of
reification interfaces to present its internals to applications. The
internals include component-chain structure, component states,
reconfiguration events, and context information etc., which can be
used for application debugging and validation. The applications
also have the ability to reconfigure the internals through the
absorption interfaces provided by MARCHES so that application
users can manually manipulate the application behaviors.

In the comparison, we ignore the component and code migration
among different middleware agents, which will impose the same
overhead for each framework. Since the theoretical analysis is
system and implementation independent, we can then fairly
compare their performance.

4.1 Analytical Model
To compare the reconfiguration efficiency of MARCHES with
that of MobiPADS and CRISMA, we use a unified model to
formulate the reconfiguration time as the sum of the
communication time among distributed middleware agents and
the local computation time.

T = Tcommunication + Tcomputation

(1)

To simplify of the model and for fair comparison, we ignore the
component migration time required by all systems, the
transmission delay of control messages, which is much smaller
than their propagation delay as the control message size is
negligible, and other overhead, like socket buffering time, thread
switch time, and internal message exchange time, which may be
affected by different operating systems and programming
languages. All the middleware agents use TCP three-way
handshakes for each reconfiguration message exchange, which
takes 1.5RTT1 for the connection establishment.

4.2 Reconfiguration Time
In MobiPADS, there is only one component chain, and the
reconfiguration process involves three steps: (i) initializing
reconfiguration, (ii) deleting components, and (iii) adding
components. The reconfiguration time expressed by Eq. (4) in [9]
is shown as:
1
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In this paper RTT is defined as the minimum round trip time that
only contains the propagation delay and the processing delay
while excluding the transmission delay.

TMobiPADS = ( β + γ + δ ) B + 2kn + 2m + 5.5RTT + C

one resource and there is no conflict. The total reconfiguration
time of CARISMA can then be expressed as:

(2)

where ß is the meta-chain size; ? and d are the component request
message size and component size for component migration; 2kn is
the component initialization time; m is the deletion time; and C is
other overhead. We further separate m into 1.5 RTT for message
exchange and an operation suspension time [9], and ignore the
component migration time, the component initialization time,
which is very small (i.e. few milliseconds as shown in Fig. 14),
and other overhead to follow our model. We then rewrite Eq. (2)
using the notations shown in Table 2 as Eq. (3) to express the
reconfiguration time of MobiPADS for comparisons with those of
MARCHES and CARISMA in a unified model.

TMobiPADS = Tcommunication + Tcomputation
= (7 RTT + s _ chain/ B) + t _ pend

TCARISMA = Tcommunication + Tcomputation
= 4 RTT + t _ reso = 4 RTT + f ( n _ policy)

We use the values of the conflict resolution time t_reso that are
directly obtained from the Fig. 15 in [10]. The reconfiguration
time of CARISMA is shown in Fig. 13.
In MARCHES, the one-time initialization time in the startup
phase includes 2.5RTT communication time, where 1.5RTT is for
the TCP connection and 1RTT is for synchronization message
exchanges and the transmission delay of the meta-data for
multiple component-chains stored in the synchronization request
message. The initialization time is represented as:

(3)

INIT _ TMARCHES = Tcommunication + Tcomputation

t_pend is affected by the number of buffered data and their
processing time, and its value may vary for different applications.
We set its default value as 300ms to match the experiment results
shown in Fig. 13 of [9] for numerical evaluations. The meta-chain
size s_chain is analyzed in Section 5.2 and we set its default value
as 10Kbits for a chain with 10 components. The reconfiguration
time of MobiPADS is depicted in Error! Reference source not
found..

= 2. 5RTT + n _ policy× s _ chain B

RTT

Parameter
The minimum round trip time excluding the
transmission delay

t_tcp

TCP socket establishing time

t_pend

Operation suspension time for component deletion

t_init

Initialization time for a component addition
The number of components to be added in a
reconfiguration process

n_add
s_chain
t_reso

The average size of a meta-chain
The total local computation time of the conflict
resolution algorithm in CARISMA

n_policy

The number of policies in an application

t_react

Reactive actuator construction time in MARCHES

t_conn

Connection time of two MARCHES components

t_rest

Restoration time of a MARCHES component

n

The number of components in a component chain

B

The average available bandwidth

(5)

The initialization time of MARCHES reconfiguration is related to
the RTT, the number of policies, and bandwidth. We set the RTT
as 100ms (referring [9]) to compute the initialization time on the
number of policies and the bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 14.
In the repetitive reconfigurations after the one-time initialization,
the reconfiguration time is the sum of the component assembly
and restoration time that is related to the number of components in
the component chain. The reconfiguration time is expressed as:

Table 2. Parameter notation of reconfiguration time
Notation

(4)

TMARCHES = Tcomputation = 2n (t _ conn + t _ rest)

(6)

The coefficient of 2 is needed because the reconfiguration process
is carried out at both the proactive actuator of the sender and the
reactive actuator of the receiver. Fig. 15 shows the reconfiguration
time obtained by the benchmark experiments, see Section 5.1.2.
In summary, the reconfiguration time of MobiPADS and
CARISMA is typically in the range of seconds and related to the
network condition and system complexity. For example,
MobiPADS reconfiguration takes about 2s for 20Kbps bandwidth
and 1.4s for 1Mbps bandwidth according to our theoretical
analyses, which achieve the same results with the experiments in
[9]. CARISMA conflict resolution time is about 1.2s for 10
policies and 1.7s for 20 policies, and the time grows exponentially
with the number of contexts and conflicts, conforming to the
empirical results in [10]. Furthermore, their robustness is affected
by the reconfiguration because it requires the availability of all the
related peer agents and its failure would cause the crash of
succeeding data packets.
Although the initialization time of the proposed asynchronous
method in MARCHES is similar to the reconfiguration time of the
synchronous methods in MobiPADS and CARISMA, the
MARCHES initialization is a one-time process while the
reconfiguration of MobiPADS and CARISMA is a repetitive
process. The repetitive reconfiguration time of MARCHES after
initialization is significantly shorter than that of MobiPADS and
CARISMA. Moreover, the local agent reconfiguration is not
affected by the network condition or the capacity of other agents,
and the received data packets can be processed asynchronously
based on their active message headers. Thus the robustness of the
system is improved.

In CARISMA, the reconfiguration conflict resolution process
consists of the following steps: 1) service request, 2) local context
evaluation and enabled policy selection, 3) the enabled policy
exchange, 4) solution set computation and conflict detection, 5)
bidding request and reply, 6) winning policy calculation, and 7)
the winning policy broadcast. Steps 1, 3, 5, and 7 involve
communications for message exchanges, and steps 2, 4, and 6
involve local computations for conflict resolution, which is related
to the number of policies, contexts, resources, and conflicts. To
compare CARISMA with MARCHES in terms of reconfiguration
time, we use the simplest case of CARISMA with minimum
overhead, which is that each policy contains only one context and
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512MB, and WXP), two PDAs (Dell x51v: Intel XScale 624MHz,
64MB, and WM5), two Cisco routers (Cisco 3200), and two
switches (Cisco 2900XL). The routers are connected back-to-back
through serial ports so that the network bandwidth can be
controlled through the HyperTerminal tool.

5. Evaluation by Experimental Measurements
We have implemented MARCHES in C# for both Windows XP
(WXP) and Windows Mobile 5 (WM5) systems using visual
studio 2005 and encoded the script file using XML. The testbed
consists of two PCs (Thinkpad-X60: Int el T2300 1.66GHz,
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The benchmark application consists of a set of simple
components, each of which has a parameter interface, an input
interface, and an output interface so that two components can be
connected. Each adaptation policy has the same components in a
single test and each reconfiguration process will disconnect and
reconnect all the components and load one parameter for each
component. The number of the policies and the number of
components in each policy are varied in the experiments to
simulate different applications. All the data are calculated based
on the average of 10 test samples.
One of the goals of MARCHES is to reduce the reconfiguration
time for DRE systems. However, the reconfiguration process
introduces some performance cost, such as the active message
header and extra resource consumptions for maintaining the
multiple chains. Therefore it is important to check the feasibility
and efficiency of using MARCHES. We evaluate its performance
benefit and cost in this section in terms of the reconfiguration
time, memory footprint, and scalability through benchmark
applications on both PCs and PDAs.

5.1.2 Repetitive reconfiguration time

5.1 Time Efficiency

In this experiment, we evaluate the local storage size and the runtime memory consumptions of MARCHES framework,
components and actuators. We utilize the C# serialization function
to serialize MARCHES and system objects and measure their runtime memory usage. Serialization means that objects are
marshaled by value, that is, all their various member data are
written out to the stream as a series of bytes. Therefore, we can
use the length of the stream as the metric for memory
consumption.

The repetitive reconfiguration time is shown in Fig. 15. Because
all the operations are executed in the same memory space and
CPU process, it is in the range of several hundred microseconds to
a few milliseconds. Moreover, the reconfiguration time is only
determined by local hardware resources so that the time is very
stable for every test.

5.1.3 Component initialization time
The component initialization time is defined as the time needed to
load a component, check its types, and instantiate the component
based on the encoded parameters. As shown in Fig. 17, the time is
in the micro- to milli- second range.
We have also tested the event notification time of MARCHES
sensors, which is another important metric to evaluate the
responsiveness of MARCHES. Results show that it is in the
microsecond level and much smaller than the repetitive
reconfiguration time.

5.2 Memory Footprint and Scalability

5.1.1 One-time reconfiguration initialization time
The one-time initialization time of MARCHES is shown in Fig.
15 16. In the experiment, we set the RTT between the sender and
receiver as 100ms. There are 10 policies in the benchmark
application and each actuator meta-chain is 10Kbit. We then
control the bandwidth by changing the clock rate of the router
serial ports. The experiment results match well with the
theoretical analysis shown in Fig. 14 with just slightly larger
values because the unified model has ignored some processing
overhead and control message transmission delay.
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Table 3. Resource consumption by MARCHES.

6. Conclusion
In this pap er, we have described a context -aware reflective
middleware framework called MARCHES to support adaptive
DRE systems. MARCHES solves the critical issue of
reconfiguration efficiency that has limited the adoption of
traditional context -aware reflective middleware in DRE system
development. Our solution includes a new adaptation structure of
multiple component chains and a novel synchronization protocol
using active messages to coordinate distributed reconfigurations
asynchronously.

Windows XP system Windows Mobile 5
Local
Run-time Local
Run-time
file size memory file size memory
Middleware
56KB
896KB
46KB
123KB
Empty marchlet
4KB
139Byte
4KB
74Byte
Simple marchlet 16KB
356Byte
5KB
147Byte
Simple
16KB
279Byte
4KB
94Byte
marchtool
Components

We have established a generic analytical model for fair
comparisons of the reconfiguration efficiency of various context aware reflective middleware. Besides theoretical analyses system
performance of MARCHES has been evaluated using benchmark
applications. The complete implementation of MARCHES and the
benchmark applications allows us to test the feasibility and
efficiency of MARCHES and gain insights into the DRE system
design supported by it. The theoretical and experimental results
demonstrate that (i) the reconfiguration time in traditional
adaptive and reflective middleware is reduced by several
magnitudes from seconds to hundreds of microseconds, (ii) the
extra costs introduced by the multi-actuator architecture in
MARCHES are extremely low, and (iii) the robustness and
scalability are improved as well in MARCHES compared with
traditional middleware.

The local file size and run-time memory usage of MARCHES
middleware and components are shown in Table 3 for both
Windows XP (WXP) and Windows Mobile 5 (WM5)
respectively. The run-time memory usage of the middleware is
measured after initializing the system and before loading and
instantiating any components. An empty marchlet is a reflective
component containing no application-specific method or variable.
A simple marchlet contains one input interface, one output
interface, and 5 double-type parameters. Although we use very
similar source code for both WXP and WM5, the run-time
memory consumption is much different due to the code
optimization in the mobile system.
Because MARCHES contains multiple actuators, it is important to
analyze the overhead of the actuators. The memory consumption
R is then expressed as:

 


R = ∑  ∑  ∑ pijk + l ij  + a i 
i  j  k



The following future work of MARCHES will be explored.
- The MARCHES extension for stateful applications: The
proposed synchronization protocol can be combined with statemachine and model based reconfiguration techniques to
improve the reconfiguration efficiency of a state application,
like the GSM-Oriented coding application [16].

(7)

where pijk (10Byptes) is the size of parameter k for marchlet j in
actuator i; lij (12B) is the name and reference size of marchlet j in
actuator i; and ai (8B) is the index size of actuator i.
For a MARCHES agent that contains 5 actuators, 10 marchlets for
each actuator, and 10 parameters for each marchlet, the resource
consumption is 5640 bytes (≈ 5.5 KB).
In MARCHES, a middleware agent maintains not only local
proactive actuators, but also reactive actuators built for remote
peer agents through the synchronization. Thus, the memory
consumption is closely related with the application scale.
According to Eq. (7), the memory consumption R for a DRE
system is then modified as:

R = ∑ ( Rt )

- MARCHES component model: MARCHES supports COM
components and .NET assemblies so far. We will extend the
component manager to support more component models and
components like CORBA components and JAVA Beans etc.
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(8)

t

where t is the index of peer middleware agents.
For a DRE system that has 10 distributed programs and each
program has a middleware agent described above, the memory
consumption of the program is 5640 bytes × 10 (≈ 55 KB), which
is still small compared to the capacity of most embedded devices.
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